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SCHÖNOX ASKS – WHAT LIES BENEATH? 
 
Annual Schönox Worst Subfloor Contest™ Kicks Off 
 
Florence, AL – June 1, 2017 
 
What flooring professional has not started a new project without some fear of what lies beneath?  

Subfloors, especially those with renovation projects, can be challenging, sometimes even a 

little scary.  That shared industry trepidation led Schönox to adopt the theme of What lies 
beneath? for this year’s Annual Schönox Worst Subfloor Contest™ which formally opens today. 

 

The Contest asks participants to submit entries featuring their most challenging subfloor 

projects and how they renovated those tough subfloor conditions using Schönox products.  The 

worst subfloor challenges paired with the best renovation performances win.  Entries are 

reviewed and scored by three independent judges and the winners receive a variety of prizes 

and much deserved recognition for their hard work and professional approach to subfloor 

preparation. 

 

“With Schönox our approach is to develop subfloor products that can address even the most 

challenging conditions knowing that success in extreme circumstances bodes well for all 

subfloor projects where Schönox is used,” explained Thomas Trissl, Principal, HPS Schönox.  

“The Contest allows us to see the worst subfloors out there so we are staying ahead with the 

best subfloor answers.” 

 

Entries are judged based on the severity of the original subfloor’s condition, the skill and 

attention to detail taken in executing the project, and the quality of the finished subfloor.  

Those entering the contest are asked to photograph the subfloor conditions before and after 

the subfloor renovation project and submit the photos, along with some project information, at 

hpsubfloors.com/worstsubfloor where all of the Contest details can be found.  Entries can also 

be submitted directly using the Schönox App. 

 

“Each year the number of entries increases along with national attention on the Contest which 

points to the strong desire to do exceptional work in the flooring industry,” commented Doug 

Young, Executive Vice President, HPS Schönox.  Projects completed from December 23, 2016 

through December 22, 2017 are eligible for entry with winners to be announced at TISE 

(Surfaces) in 2018.  The winning flooring companies and the installers who worked on the 

winning projects receive prizes.  Registered contestants will have opportunities to win 

additional prizes during special promotions planned throughout the contest period.  “I am 

excited to see this year’s entries where we will see who found the very worst beneath the floor 

and handled it the best,” said Young. 

 
 
 
 
 
About HPS Schönox 
HPS Schönox provides a complete subflooring product array to North America including 

primers & moisture mitigation systems, subfloor repair products, floor leveling compounds, 

adhesives, and waterproofing materials for installing all types of floor coverings. The trademark 

Schönox®, with its unique problem solvers and product systems, was created for professional 

use.  HPS Schönox is a subsidiary of TMT America, Inc.   



What nightmare scenarios will you experience as you start a
new installation project? Never fear. You and Schönox are up to the task. 

Here’s your chance to prove it and win some great prizes.
Go to hpsubfloors.com/worstsubfloor or your Schönox app for more details.
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